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 [Buckle up. Get comfortable in your seat. This could be a long one. 
It’s so long I won’t even have time to tell you how I almost got us 
shot near Gotham City] 

 Look around. See if you can spot any presbuteroi-poimenes-
episkopoi in the room this morning. 

 Quick! Point one out if you see it! 
 Those are the three designations the Apostle Peter uses, in the letter 

we are studying, to address the men that we call “elders.” 
Presbuteroi is usually translated “elders.” Poimenes is translated 
“shepherds” and episkopoi is translated “bishops.”  

 Here in 2 Peter 5, they all apply to each person who he calls an 
“elder.” They do not suggested three men with three different roles. 
They certainly do not imply any ecclesiastical hierarchy of authority 
with an episkopos, or the bishop, being the boss. 

 This address to elders is unique in recording explicit commands 
directed to the men who fulfill that role in the body of Christ. 

 Because of the change in tone, most commentators treat chapter 5 
as nearly just an appendage of assorted commands. They seem to 
conclude that the context for the whole letter is no longer the 
context for these commands. 

 I doubt that they are right. I do think the big context still flavors even 
these specific admonitions. 

 So, since it has been a few weeks, let me take some more precious 
time to review that larger context of 1 Peter. 

 As a body, the church is made up of living stones fit together by 
God’s design to make a glorious living temple for Him to display his 
presence in the world. 
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 This glorious temple—we living stones of all manner of sizes—is 
mortared together by the koinonia of the Spirit of God shaped to the 
foundation of the humble, servant attitude of Jesus Christ. 

 If any one  looks closely they will find that we are not held together 
as this glorious temple by mere human affinities, by friendships or by 
our felt human needs for a religious stage on which we can perform 
for affirmation. [Remember that one?!] 

 This glorious living temple is planted in a broken, passing-away 
world that is not our home. We are strangers and aliens or 
foreigners to this broken world, to its ways of doing things, and 
especially to the reasons it tries to provide for living without God.  

 Our different purpose for living, and ways of living, shine the glory of 
God for the world to see. When they ask about that difference we 
can be ready to tell them our certain hope that we can be different 
because we have believed in Jesus Christ to provide everlasting life—
true LIFE. We can also tell them that now our purpose for living is to 
glorify God together. It is a return to our created purpose—to be 
humans who display the glorious image of God…together. 

 How does this display work? Peter says that we are to live such good 
lives, abstaining from the evils of this world, that sooner or later 
those who belong to the world, and are without God, will have to 
see the wonderful glory of God at work in us. Now or at the 2nd 
Coming. 

 So far so good. Then the letter got tougher. Peter gave his readers, 
and us, some specific contexts of life in this world in which we can 
let God’s glory shine. They all involved how we respond to authority.  

 A worldly response would be to act upon our flesh’s desire to be 
right, to win and to be in control. When our flesh feels authority, it 
automatically says, “REBELL!” However, God is glorified when we 
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pause and think clearly about our restored role in displaying His 
glory, before we act on rebellious impulse. 

 These authority situations included fallible human government, 
fallible human husbands and fallible human slave masters. 

 Then Peter takes a turn and tells us, if situations of dealing with 
fallible authorities presented opportunity to show God’s good, 
suffering for reasons of good presented perhaps an even greater 
context to shine His glory. 

 He says that suffering shouldn’t surprise us. In fact, our basic 
theology of living the Christian life should clearly include suffering 
rather than gloss over it with a promises of success, prosperity and 
comfort for believers in this world that is not our home. 

 How should we suffer so that the Temple shows God’s glory? Of 
course, the answer is that we should suffer as Jesus suffered! We 
should not repay evil with evil.  We should not fear what the world 
fears. Rather with humility at all times we should turn our lives over 
to God and rejoice that we can suffer for his glory for this relatively 
little time on this very temporary earth. 

 True Humility is big throughout the letter as the way to glorify God. 
Peter tells us that we are also to love and serve each other in the 
living temple with humility by putting others first using our God-
given gifts in the body/the Living Temple to minister in what he calls 
a “clear-minded, self-controlled and humble way.” 

 As you can see in 1 Peter 4:19, the verse before our verses for this 
morning, Peter summarizes: “So then, those who suffer according to 
God’s will should commit themselves to their faithful Creator and 
continue to do good.” 

 When 5: 1 comes along and starts another section. It is about elders. 
However, just because someone broke the chapters there, doesn’t 
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mean we have left the bigger context of us together as God’s Living 
Temple shining for his glory by all of us living humble lives doing 
what God says is good and entrusting our lives to him when we 
suffer. This is still the context. Elders are part of the shining glory!  

 Look around at those presbuteroi-poimenes-episkopoi. Do they 
shine with God’s glory? They are fallible humans. However, they are 
fallible humans under whose authority we are called to live humbly 
in this Living Temple. Again, what does our flesh nearly automatically 
say about this?  

 Does it sing out with that famous theme song of “Malcom in the 
Middle,” “You’re not the boss of me now!”  

 I’ve made the point many times as we have studied 1 Peter and a 
few more times just now, as I have reviewed, our flesh, the earth 
suits we still wear for living life that are still susceptible to sinning in 
this world…they do not like authority. They rebel against it. 

  As A-MUR-cans, we are taught it is almost our individualistic, 
patriotic duty to rebel against any authority that we don’t like. I get 
that, I feel that strongly along with some of you. 

 BUT, again, let’s remember, Peter was talking about humility even in 
the face of the authority of a more and more crazed Emperor Nero—
in the face of the authority of good and bad slave masters and in the 
face of very human husbands.  

 Authority seems to be a big issue. How we deal with authority—
whether through the impulsive rebellion of the flesh or we “prepare 
our minds with God’s Word for actions that exhibit self-control  and 
a our belief in the certain hope that is based on God’s super-
abounding grace that will make us right for when we see Jesus 
revealed (that’s in 1 Peter 1:13 if you have forgotten it). 
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 This world without God is as it is because it rebels against authority. 
That rebellion is the result of feeling any other authority attacks 
autonomous living. “You’re not the boss of me—whoever you are—
even if you are God—because I am my own autonomous god!”  

 Authority is a big opportunity and a big issue in determining 
whether a Living Temple shines with God’s glory in a dark world. 
Submission, especially to infallible men, requires humility like the 
humility of Jesus Christ! 

 Have you ever read  Hebrews 13:17? Do you remember it? Here is 
what is says: 17 Obey your leaders and submit to their authority. 
They keep watch over you as men who must give an account. Obey 
them so that their work will be a joy, not a burden, for that would 
be of no advantage to you.  

 But. But. But!? Raleigh!! Yes, I know they are fallible. God knew that 
to when he had this written down. 

 Of course, the author of Hebrews is speaking about leaders who are 
serious men of God because they know they will give a specific 
accounting to God for acting as an elder in a church. No one should 
ever, ever casually play at being an elder. They must give an account.  

 I’ve spent much of my time this morning reviewing to remind us of 
the issue of authority because the role of elder in a church raises 
that issue as much as any other. Moving forward now… 

 Peter, in this short passage, gives the most explicit directions to 
elders in Scripture. Let me read it…READ 1 Peter 5:1-4 

 To start with, how does one become an elder in a church? Where in 
Scripture is the selection process detailed? It is not. 

 So, I must infer that there is latitude in how elders get to be elders. I 
look back to Jewish history because I think it probably influenced the 
early church and started a tradition for the church. 
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 Jewish communities had elders. As far as I know, they were never 
democratically elected. When the selection was pure and not a 
matter of political, financial, or other favors, they were chosen as 
elders because, in some way, they were recognized as having 
maturity in the ways of life the people valued.  They were men who 
stuck out as models for living life well. In the best circumstances, 
they were men who modeled the wisdom of God from his Word. 

 When you look at the places where Paul provides qualifications, (I 
will not today but you can easily find them), it is clear that he is using 
the way a man lives to measure maturity reflected by true, Godly 
wisdom and a consistency with that in living life. 

 Like the deacons, selected in Acts, I think elders were acknowledged 
because they stuck out as mature believers who were not living 
hypocritically but openly, from the heart, for Christ. 

 In the beginning, the Apostles seemed to have acknowledged elders 
in the churches they planted. Sometimes they could not do so 
because no man was mature and living in a Christ-like way. No man 
was ready to be a model for others to copy. 

 I suspect this tradition of acknowledging as leaders mature 
consistent living men continued. It was probably the role of other 
mature consistent men to acknowledge a man as a model and thus 
as an elder in the church. 

 I keep saying acknowledged instead of appointed because a man 
who was acknowledged as an elder was a man already living a 
mature model of Christ-likeness.  The process was likely one of just 
saying this clearly aloud to the rest of the body. 

 A corollary to this, which may be my heresy, is that this means there 
could have been both de jure and de facto elders in a big enough 
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body to have many mature men who modeled consistent wisdom 
and Christ-likeness.   

 “De jure” is just Latin for “according to the law”. “De facto” is Latin 
for “in fact” or “in reality” or “actually”. 

 I believe that in larger churches, and ours is larger by NT standards, 
there are elders who are officially designated as models for life and 
as official leaders. There are also men who are models for life that 
don’t necessarily carry the official recognition of leadership. 

 These men are also elders in the body. This is not necessarily how 
our Christian Roberts Rules of Order defines this. It may sound 
complicating and even dangerous. However, if we keep in mind that 
elders are mature men who serve as Christ-like models in our body, 
one thing we know for sure is that there will be humility and never 
power struggles over who wins in the matters of authority. 

 So for example, by my understanding, both Ron Pritz and Eric Smith, 
who both preached while I was gone, are de facto elders in our body. 
I wouldn’t ask them to teach to preach to you if they were not 
models of Christ-likeness and humility. They are not officially elders 
by the way we do it but they are elders to me.  

 I am not so interested in what the church has called the “office” of 
elder down through the centuries. That emphasis on position and 
power often went very wrong in the church. I am more interested in 
the role of an elder. That role is filled by mature men who follow 
Christ so clearly that we can model our lives after theirs. 

 Back to Peter’s text. The Apostle sees himself as a “fellow elder” 
even though he had no home church that voted him into an office 
with that title. 

 He is a fellow elder who has witnessed Christ’s sufferings first hand. 
Again, we have not left the bigger context of the letter. “Suffering” 
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well is a big part of Peter’s point. Suffering well as an elder is Peter’s, 
hinted-at point here. 

 Peter hasn’t just seen suffering of Christ, he has experienced it 
himself. He makes this hint by admitting that he will share in the 
reward of the glory around those who suffer well for Jesus. However, 
he is not going to make a big deal of that here. 

 Make no mistake, being an elder in a church involves suffering. Paul 
talked about the suffering he experienced over the burden he had 
for many churches to mature and glorify Jesus Christ. In our case, our 
elders caring a burden of suffering over the people who are FBC. In 
Peter’s terms, our elders ask, “How will we help them, grow to 
maturity to be a glorious Living Temple?” 

 As elders, they care about you and your life in Christ while they also 
have their own families, jobs, and issues of living life in this world. 

 The burden of loving believers to maturity together in Christ along 
with just living life can be so great for some elders that they give up 
on the collective vision of the call to God’s great mission and settle 
for just having church on Sunday. Usually, Church on Sunday is 
enough for many believers to be satisfied but it is not the mission to 
which we have been called.   

 This has not been enough for the elders of FBC. I pray that it will 
never be. I pray that our elders hold that higher vision of our body 
coming to maturity together in Christ on and for the mission. I hope 
you pray this for our elders as well—not to give up short of the goal 
of what the church should be and instead settle for what is 
acceptable in our “church-ed” culture. 

 To our elders I say: Guys, don’t be surprised when you suffer over we 
who are this church. It means you haven’t settled for less than it is 
supposed to be. That will always bring suffering for a time but it will 
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also bring the reward of glory. Guys, please keep the end HOPE in 
mind—the HOPE not the pain. 

 Elders are, Peter says, to be shepherds of the people. The words, 
“under your care” are a translator’s gloss in the NIV giving the slight 
flavor of their understanding of what it means to be a “CARING” 
shepherd. 

 We like those caring pictures of a shepherd holding a sweet little 
lamb almost like a cute little puppy. Shepherds are supposed to be 
puppy-huggers, right? Make everyone feel safe and happy, right?  

 We like to take the good feeling parts of Psalm 23 and say that is 
what Peter means by being a shepherd. There is some truth in that 
picture as well. 

 Of course, the best example of a shepherd was Jesus with his men. 
We have read that Peter will acknowledge Jesus as the “Chief 
Shepherd” in just a few lines from now. What did Jesus do as a 
shepherd? What did he tell his men to do as shepherds? 

 I traced this all out again in my time away and I concluded that 
shepherds for the church mostly—almost exclusively—were pictured 
as feeders and protectors of the sheep. In nearly every context, this 
feeding and protecting was through knowing and applying the Word 
of God and prayer. 

 We like some other emphases for our shepherds. We like to draw 
them out of the fuzzy metaphor—the picture of shepherds. 
However, remember this. No metaphor should be made to walk on 
all fours. If you do that with shepherds you’ll need to include that 
shepherds cared for sheep so they could kill them and eat them???? 

 In addition to shepherding, elders are also to be “overseeing” the 
people of the church. If we don’t like seeing authority in the sweet 
puppy pictures we have of shepherding, we will have to see it here.  
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 Doing my best to explain this word, I would say it means elders are 
supposed to have the big picture of things. They are to have the big 
picture of the lives of the people and the life of the church. 

 They don’t have this big picture stuff just for the sake of information. 
They have if for the sake of guiding and directing in lives of people 
and of the church. 

 Not too long after we arrived here in FBC, we found ourselves in the 
process of letting someone go from the staff—of firing someone. I 
didn’t know many people well yet so I could sort of watch from the 
outside. I was shocked at how people didn’t understand and didn’t 
trust the elders of FBC had a bigger picture of the situation. Many 
people left FBC because they didn’t want to submit to that oversight 
of the elders. If they only knew all that had taken place that the 
elders knew I think they would have decided differently. The elders 
could not, in love, tell everyone everything. They should not have 
had to do that any way. It was a very sad and disappointing 
experience. 

 Elders have OVER-sight and they need to be trusted. If you can’t 
trust them there is either a problem with you and authority or that 
man shouldn’t be an elder because he does not model the 
consistency of trustworthiness. 

 From the other direction, elders who shouldn’t be elders, sometimes 
use this oversight authority to hide ungodliness in their own motives 
and decisions. Yes, this eldering stuff can be messy both ways! 

 Peter moves from these two “jobs” of elders to something else he 
emphasizes. He addresses 4 to 6 motivational matters to the elders 
themselves in three little couplets of contrasting ideas. 

 When it comes to being acknowledged as an elder—especially a de 
jure acknowledgement in an official way, Peter says this is an 
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invitation to the man not a force prison sentence. No man should 
acquiesce to being an elder who does not desire to be one. Men, it is 
your choice. 

 Of course, let’s not make a mistake here. Eldering involves working 
with sheep who make you suffer. It entails working with big 
amorphous ideas which can often be very frustrating because they 
are difficult to express and even more difficult to foment. 

 Eldering will mean suffering and frustration. BUT,please don’t 
mistake the lack of a fairytale outcome, or the suffering and 
frustration as indicators that you don’t desire the role. Who of us 
ever desires an elected pain of suffering and frustration over people? 
No one! Not even Jesus! 

 However, because he desired the bigger picture of the HOPE of a 
redeemed people set free from sin and death to live for the glory of 
God—he endured the suffering of the cross—and dare I say he also 
endured the frustration of eldering his closest disciples.  

 Men, of course, Peter says, this means you should never chose to 
be—desire to be—an elder for selfish reasons. The word here means 
“shameful gain.” It often refers to a shameful financial motive. Our 
guys don’t have to worry about that so much. I do sometimes have 
to worry about it as a possible motive. Probably money was a big 
one back in Peter’s day. 

 But, shameful gain in our day could be a gain of personal 
significance or power. It could be looking for something that seems 
more spiritual than the lives of the “normal, non-elder: folks. Peter is 
saying don’t choose to be an elder if you can’t truly choose it with a 
purity of humility and the purpose of glorifying God. 

 Peter couples not for selfish gain with simply a word that means 
“eagerly.” The NIV glosses that with “eager to serve.” That is 
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probably the idea but this is a strong word that means more than 
just passively being willing to do it. “OK, I’ll be an elder because we 
have to have elders and no one else will do it!” Nope! Eagerly here 
means you want to do it and you want to do it for the right reason—
God’s glory through “sheepy”—fallible people whom you love 
because God loves them and wants them as part of the LIVING 
TEMPLE to display his glory. 

 The last little couplet is not exactly about motivation but about 
things that can reflect motives. Elders are to do what they do not by 
being authoritative LORDS over people but rather being “tupoi”—
that is being types or more clearly authoritative models living among 
the people for them to follow into maturity together. 

  Men, if you want to be an elder because you think it will give you 
the authority to get your way and to finally fix FBC, you had better 
stop and think about your heart in the matter. Being an elder is not 
about being “the boss!” 

 Being an elder is about modeling Christ-like humble authority in 
loving and sacrificial ways. What does it say in Philippians 2? 
“Although Jesus was the boss, he humbled himself to die for sinful 
humans who didn’t even appreciate what he was doing for them.” 

 In our culture, this idea of a humble authority is not always easy for 
people to understand. When I speak of an non-hierarchical 
leadership in the church people misunderstand sometimes. I am NOT 
suggesting, there is no human authority. When I speak of a flatter 
leadership diagram, I am trying to reflect this humble authority that 
does not LORD that authority over people by title and position on a 
chart. “I am up here looking down on you! Bow when you see me!” 

 I have tried to explain this in terms of the picture I have of three of 
our values. It doesn’t work perfectly by any means. We are like a 
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raging flowing river or LIFE together as a church. As a flowing, more 
freeform river, we absolutely want to live biblically in every aspect 
of life. So, for me this biblical foundation is like a solid rock river 
bottom that is always, ultimatey in control of where the river flows.  

 Then, one visible bank of the river I picture as our value of FREE 
GRACE. It is biblical and it is who we are. It is what people see when 
they see us because we believe that apart from the grace of God 
being the very air we breathe for LIFE there is no salvation and no 
redemption from death to new life. 

 The other bank of the river is MISSIONALITY. That is not the best 
name but it describes the nature of our purpose for existence as a 
church. We do not exist as a flowing river channel controlled by 
God’s Word and enlivened by God’s grace to keep that LIFE for 
ourselves. We exist for the sake of the world God loves and wants to 
deliver as he has delivered us LIFE. 

 You’ve seen and heard about this picture before. How does it fit 
today’s sermon? I picture elders as men, mostly unseen in the swirl 
of the river, but men who are always diving down and coming back 
up with the Word of God from the rock bottom. Praying all the while. 
Loving everyone they meet with God’s love not simply with  
sentimentality. 

 When needed, elders become for a time more visible as sort of 
super-hero conversions to the form of waterspouts who spray up out 
of the river over the church to humbly and authoritatively deliver the 
truth in love from the LIFE-GIVING water of Word of God. 

 “Hey brothers and sisters,” they say. “The rock bottom of the Word is 
going that way not the way you are headed. You are a bit off 
course.” Elders will teach this way regularly by Word and deed and 
sometimes, they will spout up in matters of family, personal sin, 
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body life issues, missional engagement, teaching or even bravely 
rejecting false teaching, or spout up with other needs to keep the 
body aligned with God’s truth in big ways and small ways.”  

 To which the rest of us will humbly respond. “We know you guys are 
a fallible human “spouters”  of the Water of God’s Word truth.” 
Right? But, our flesh says, “Who are they to boss me?!” But, our 
spirit says “They are God’s men and I humbly will listen submit, and 
follow their guidance.” 

 The point of the “spouting” is that elders do not always hover like 
“authoritative cloud-LORDS” over the church at all times. They are 
instead, an organic, integrated part of it that lives in it as models of 
Christ teaching and exercising the authority of the Word of God in 
authoritative ways when needed. 

 An elder at another church asked me an informal elders’ meeting, 
“Does this work?” To which I replied, “Not all the time.” 

 But, just because it doesn’t work all the time is no reason to 
abandon this way for a more pragmatic, worldly form of always top-
down, authoritative leadership that seems to work more efficiently. 

 Finally, to men who are elders or perhaps becoming elders, both de 
jure and de facto, Peter says if you will accept this invitation to 
suffering and frustration on top of the rest of your life’s problems…if 
you will model Christ in the midst of your fallibility and the people’s 
natural rejection of authority—if you will chose to accept this 
assignment, then, when the Chief elder- the Chief-Shepherd returns 
you will be rewarded in His glory. 

 Being an elder with the suffering it can bring can only last…Oh…just 
for the rest of your lifetime. However, the glory to Jesus by being a 
good elder who desires that and trusts God well while suffering 
through it—that glory, will last for eternity!...BUT…It’s your choice.  


